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An argument that choice-based, process-oriented educational assessments are more effective than static assessments
of fact retrieval. If a fundamental goal of education is to prepare students to act independently in the world--in other
words, to make good choices--an ideal educational assessment would measure how well we are preparing students to do
so. Current assessments, however, focus almost exclusively on how much knowledge students have accrued and can
retrieve. In Measuring What Matters Most, Daniel Schwartz and Dylan Arena argue that choice should be the interpretive
framework within which learning assessments are organized. Digital technologies, they suggest, make this possible;
interactive assessments can evaluate students in a context of choosing whether, what, how, and when to learn. Schwartz
and Arena view choice not as an instructional ingredient to improve learning but as the outcome of learning. Because
assessments shape public perception about what is useful and valued in education, choice-based assessments would
provide a powerful lever in this reorientation in how people think about learning. Schwartz and Arena consider both
theoretical and practical matters. They provide an anchoring example of a computerized, choice-based assessment,
argue that knowledge-based assessments are a mismatch for our educational aims, offer concrete examples of choicebased assessments that reveal what knowledge-based assessments cannot, and analyze the practice of designing
assessments. Because high variability leads to innovation, they suggest democratizing assessment design to generate
as many instances as possible. Finally, they consider the most difficult aspect of assessment: fairness. Choice-based
assessments, they argue, shed helpful light on fairness considerations.
Discover how to Get It Right in your Moments That Matter—when the situation is complex and relational—and the stakes
are high. Transform the outcome of your most challenging situations and interactions when you feel— Threatened by
charged emotions or uncertainty Paralyzed by fear of saying (or doing) the wrong thing (again) Defeated by a relationship
that seems damaged beyond repair Perplexed about how to achieve the results you desire Stalled in progress with
others due to differing styles and perspective. In an ever-changing environment when typical habits, behaviors, and
thinking aren’t enough, Getting It Right When It Matters Most introduces research backed insight and a simple model for
your most important situations. Apply self-awareness, learning agility, and emotional intelligence through the Self,
Outlook, Action, and Reflection (SOAR) cycle.
New York Times bestselling author Luanne Rice works her singular magic in this deeply felt novel about two
unforgettable couples, linked by a shared history, separated by decisions made long ago. What if you could relive one
time in your life? What would you choose if you could make one thing right? For Bernadette and Tom, it is a return to
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their roots in Ireland and a love that broke every rule and could have withstood any consequence—but the one that broke
their hearts. For James and Kathleen, whose indelible bond was forged in a Dublin orphanage before one was adopted
and carried across the sea to America, it is a reunion they’ve dreamed of all their young lives, even if it defies reason.
From the Emerald Isle to the Connecticut shore, four lives are about to come together in a confrontation that will
challenge each of them to leave behind the past and all they once thought was important, and to embrace at last what
matters most.
Outlines an approach to achieving happiness that counsels on ways to overcome fear-based hurdles, explains how to
evaluate one's internal beliefs, and reveals the importance of pursuing growth rather than security.
Founder of popular website Get Your Shit Together blends personal story and must-have advice in the ultimate guide to
getting your affairs in order—from wills and advance directives to insurance, finances, and relationships—before the
unthinkable happens. On July 17, 2009, Chanel Reynolds’ husband, José, was struck by a car while cycling near their
home in Seattle. In the wake of her husband’s untimely death, Reynolds quickly realized that she was completely
unprepared for what came next. What was the password to his phone? Did they sign their wills? How much insurance did
they have? Could she afford the house? And what the hell was probate anyway? Simply put, when life went sideways
she didn’t have her shit together. As it turns out, most of us don’t either. We’re too busy, in denial, overwhelmed by too
much information, uncertain where to start, or just uncomfortable having those difficult conversations. Reynolds learned
the hard way that hoping for the best is not a plan, but you don’t have to. Drawing on her first-hand experience, expert
advice, and the unparalleled resources she’s compiled for her celebrated website, Reynolds lends a human voice to a
warren of checklists and forms and emotional confusion, showing readers how to: Create a will and living will Update (or
finally get) the right life insurance policy Start or grow an emergency fund Make a watertight emergency plan Keep
secure, up-to-date records of personal information Authoritative yet personal, grounded but irreverent, Reynolds’ voice
carries readers through a tough subject with candor and compassion. Weaving personal story with hard-won wisdom,
What Matters Most is the approachable, no-nonsense handbook we all need to living a life free of worry and "what ifs."
In this vivid first-person account, Jim Kilts reveals his system for success that is both cutting-edge and back-to-basics.
We live in a challenging, complex, inter-connected and unpredictable world beset by a range of seemingly insoluble
problems. But, says Michael Fullan—an internationally acclaimed authority on organizational change—we have an
increasing understanding of how to tackle complex change. This involves developing a new kind of leader: one who
recognizes what is needed to bring about deep and lasting changes in living systems at all levels. These leaders need a
deep understanding of what motivates us as human beings and how we tap into and influence other people's selfPage 2/11
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motivation. In his previous best-selling books The Six Secrets of Change, Leading in a Culture of Change, and
Turnaround Leadership, Michael Fullan examined the concepts and processes of change. In Change Leader he turns his
focus to the core practices of leadership that are so vital for leading in today's complex world. He reveals seven core
practices for today's leaders, all of which appear to be deceptively simple but actually get to the essence of what
differentiates a powerful leader from one who is merely competent: Practice Drives Theory Be Resolute Motivate the
Masses Collaborate to Compete Learn Confidently Know Your Impact Sustain Simplexity Throughout the book Fullan
argues that powerful leaders have built bedrocks of credibility, have learned how to identify the few things that matter
most, and know how to leverage their skills in ways that benefit their entire organization. The author shows leaders how
to avoid policies and strategies that focus on shallow and short-term goals and develop leadership skills for long-term
success. With a wealth of illustrative examples from business, education, nonprofit, and government sectors Change
Leader provides a much-needed leadership guide for today's turbulent climate.
A pioneer in the field of behavioral science delivers a groundbreaking work that shows how finding your purpose in life
leads to better health and overall happiness. Your life is a boat. You need a rudder. But it doesn’t matter how much wind
is in your sails if you’re not steering toward a harbor—an ultimate purpose in your life. While the greatest philosophers
have pondered purpose for centuries, today it has been shown to have a concrete impact on our health. Recent studies
into Alzheimer’s, heart disease, stroke, depression, functional brain imaging, and measurement of DNA repair are
shedding new light on how and why purpose benefits our lives. Going beyond the fads, opinions, and false hopes of
“expert” self-help books, Life on Purpose explores the incredible connection between purposeful living and the latest
scientific evidence on quality of life and longevity. Drawing on ancient and modern philosophy, literature, psychology,
evolutionary biology, genetics, and neuroscience, as well as his experience in public health research, Dr. Vic Strecher
reveals the elements necessary for a purposeful life and how to acquire them, and outlines an elegant strategy for
improving energy, willpower, and long-term happiness, and well-being. He integrates these core themes into his own
personal story—a tragedy that led him to reconsider his own life—and how a deeper understanding of purposeful living
helped him not only survive, but thrive. Illuminating, accessible, and authentically grounded in real people’s experiences,
Life on Purpose is essential reading for everyone seeking lasting improvement in their lives.
Updated with stories from people who have been inspired by the original text, a guide to connecting with what matters
most identifies four phrases for honoring relationships, letting go of unhealthy emotions, and living life fully.
Recognizing that a child leaving home is a transitional event for both family and child, this roadmap is a compilation of
many conversations the aurhor had with his children, and a few he wishes he'd had. Believing your young adult years,
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your twenties, are filled with choices and decisions that will form the foundation for the rest of your life, the author
provides a framework to better understand the choices that will increase your chances of discovering who you are and
finding enduring happiness and satisfaction.
SUB TITLE:A Young Women's Guide for Living the Values
What Matters MostLiving a More Considered LifePenguin
A 7-session study of Philippians that will challenge you to find contentment and joy in what matters most--Christ.
Just when she can’t take it anymore, Lena finally catches a break. But when things seem too good to be true, they often
are. Finding her dream job went right out the window when Leta Breckenridge had to quit school to help care for her
mother suffering from dementia. When a delinquent account may force her mother into a less desirable facility, Lena is
thrilled to land a high-paying job at an Austin public relations firm. But her seemingly ideal job turns into a nightmare
when she learns the firm is a front for political opposition organization—and that the research she’s been collecting will be
used against Nathan Emerson, the handsome senator she’s swiftly falling in love with. Nathan is a rising political star
being pressured to run a bid to unseat the current governor of Texas. He's already in a relationship with a woman much
better suited to be a politician's wife, but he's never met anyone like Leta. Could this feisty woman hold the key to his
heart—and his future? With emotional depth and keen insight into what drives us, Kellie Coates Gilbert offers a salient
story that calls us to consider what we value most in this life.
After a life-changing journey to Ireland with Tom Kelly, Bernadette Sullivan finds refuge within the cloistered walls of a
convent, but years later their past returns to haunt them, and they journey across the sea to find the son they had given
up for adoption.
In the wake of her beloved father's death, Georgia Merkin, a magazine writer and divorced mother of a young son, must
come to terms with her personal grief and with her difficult relationship with her cold, fiercely ambitious mother, Dr.
Estelle Merkin. By the author of Redeeming Eve. Original. 50,000 first printing.
The authors cover difficult situations in both personal and professional life.
Starting a new life in a new city is never easy, but Kelsey Peterson is managing. She owns her own specialty shop, she's
made some new friends, and she's finally feeling like she's ready to put down some roots in this small Chicago suburb.
She's even struck up some regular flirtatious banter with that sexy blonde she continually runs into at Starbucks. But
when her business and personal life unexpectedly collide, Kelsey's confidence in her newfound happiness starts to slip
through her fingers, and the hardest part is figuring out what matters most...
Winners in business aren't the ones who do the most things; the winners are the ones who do the most important things
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Be the Best at What Matters Most is about the one essential strategy for business leaders, entrepreneurs, owners,
managers and those who want to be one. Simplify, focus, and win by outperforming all your competition on those things
that create real value for the customer. This is about substance, not flash, and the ultimate "wow" factors of high quality
performance, consistency and relentless improvement. Thought provoking questions, activities, and action steps are built
into every section of the book Author Joe Calloway, an International Speakers Hall of Fame inductee, has been a popular
business speaker for thirty years and worked with hundreds of companies to help them create and sustain success Be
the Best at What Matters Most will help you and your team focus on taking the actions that maximize results, growth, and
profit.
New Insight, a whole new chapter and edited version. ?Written with the intention to open the eyes of everyone who
touches this book, everyone who chooses to read. My hope is that this will continue to awaken us as individuals; to
further the shift in ourselves and other's toward the higher good universally.Whether you believe in reincarnation or not,
the effects we have on ourselves in this lifetime can be immeasurably impactful, as divine loving souls we must start
taking responsibility for our actions, becoming more aware of who we really are and just how much potential we really
have, accepting our lives' wholeheartedly, learning to create a love within us so rich and bountiful, that love an
acceptance for other's is all we will ever come to understand. The spiritual changes we create within our self, the hearts
that we impact with love and the experiences we choose to learn from are the only things we can take with us when we
leave this earth. ?This is one of those books you come across, you read, you laugh you cry; your life as you know it
totally changes, you face yourself with love and courage. You realize all those worries, all the suffering, all the
attachments have only served to weigh your spirit down, so you let go and let love replace every ounce of disapproval
you ever had for yourself and others.
A young horse discovers that whatever our differences, love connects us all. What matters most of all to you? What
matters most to me? Let's take a look around us, and maybe we will see. A small horse and a large horse celebrate their
unconditional love in a sweet story full of gentle rhymes and foil-embellished illustrations. Beloved children's book creator
Emma Dodd explores important themes of identity and belonging in this warm and uplifting story of love.
Derek Parfit presents the third volume of On What Matters, his landmark work of moral philosophy. Parfit develops further
his influential treatment of reasons, normativity, the meaning of moral discourse, and the status of morality. He engages
with his critics, and shows the way to resolution of their differences. This volume is partly about what it is for things to
matter, in the sense that we all have reasons to care about these things. Much of the book discusses three of the main
kinds of meta-ethical theory: Normative Naturalism, Quasi-Realist Expressivism, and Non-Metaphysical Non-Naturalism,
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which Derek Parfit now calls Non-Realist Cognitivism. This third theory claims that, if we use the word 'reality' in an
ontologically weighty sense, irreducibly normative truths have no mysterious or incredible ontological implications. If
instead we use 'reality' in a wide sense, according to which all truths are truths about reality, this theory claims that some
non-empirically discoverable truths-such as logical, mathematical, modal, and some normative truths-raise no difficult
ontological questions. Parfit discusses these theories partly by commenting on the views of some of the contributors to
Peter Singer's collection Does Anything Really Matter? Parfit on Objectivity. Though Peter Railton is a Naturalist, he has
widened his view by accepting some further claims, and he has suggested that this wider version of Naturalism could be
combined with Non-Realist Cognitivism. Parfit argues that Railton is right, since these theories no longer deeply disagree.
Though Allan Gibbard is a Quasi-Realist Expressivist, he has suggested that the best version of his view could be
combined with Non-Realist Cognitivism. Parfit argues that Gibbard is right, since Gibbard and he now accept the other's
main meta-ethical claim. It is rare for three such different philosophical theories to be able to be widened in ways that
resolve their deepest disagreements. This happy convergence supports the view that these meta-ethical theories are
true. Parfit also discusses the views of several other philosophers, and some other meta-ethical and normative questions.
The content within What Matters Most: Family, Friends, and Foes is derived from true life experiences that I have lived,
witnessed, and gleaned from throughout my life as a child, adult, minister, U.S. Postal employee, and U.S. Navy Sailor. I
must say that I am very thankful for the ability to share these treasured philosophical inspirations to reach and uplift
others beyond the brink of those "what's going on?" moments. As the title implies, the sources of inspiration for this
project are my family, friends, and foes. One philosophical key that I hold to is that viewing circumspectly, you can surely
learn something from everyone. As useful signage from God, I believe everyone and all circumstances hold a level of
value to help make each of us a better person. My hope for this book is that each reader will find their answer to what
matters most and press forward in God's joy!
Research shows that the importance of patient-reported outcomes, improved decision support, and care coordination is
growing rapidly as new payment models transform healthcare delivery. This has led to the use of new measures and
communication techniques, including shared decision-making and motivational interviewing. Using patient-reported
outcomes at the point of service helps providers identify what matters most to the patient in front of them now. Describing
treatment options and deciphering a patient’s preferences effectively is a process, which has been likened to arriving at
a diagnosis. Providers make a medical diagnosis by discerning a patient’s primary complaints, past history, exam
findings, and test results. A preference diagnosis can be thought of similarly. Providers work with their patients to identify
what matters most to them, discuss the risks and benefits of the available treatment options, and support the patient as
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needed through the decision-making process. Once informed of their options, patients frequently chose treatments that
require modifying their habits. Motivational interviewing helps patients and providers understand what matters most now
and design care plans that provide appropriate support. While many healthcare providers and leaders may be familiar
with patient-reported outcomes from research articles, and have heard of shared decision-making and motivational
interviewing, few have experience using them. Fewer still understand how each relates to the other. This book helps
leaders and healthcare providers better understand how to use patient-reported data to their advantage at the point of
service. The book provides the background for developing shared knowledge and shared language, along with extensive
examples of dialogue between providers and patients. In addition, the book contains personal interviews of subject
matter experts who have significant experience using these measures. The result is a comprehensive understanding of
how these measures and techniques can help providers, organizations, and patients navigate this modern healthcare
management opportunity.
This small book will call to you on days that the janitor reads you the riot act, the church secretary jumps down your
throat and those home school parents just won’t leave you alone. In this book, Doug Fields shares the wisdom that has
helped him survive over 25 years in ministry: Just say No. That two letter word (that often feels like a four letter word to
some people!) has the power to help you stay in ministry for the long haul and keep your family intact and thriving. From
the book: Jesus said “no” to good things... “no” to significant things... “no” to important people. He was
100%God/100% human and he had limits. He needed solitude. He needed time to reflect and pray and nourish his
spiritual life and time away from those bonehead disciples. He needed space. And, Jesus had a lot to do. You try being
the Savior of the world! He had a short window to accomplish his life mission and yet he seemed to prioritize and live so
different than we do. To say “no” in ministry is to be radical...to be radical is to be counter-cultural...to be counter-cultural
is to be like Jesus...to be like Jesus should become our goal.
Take a journey through this book replete with warm reminders of how the little things in life can help you through life's big
and small trials and tribulations. Warm your heart with endearing examples of God's grace and Gods love. Inside you will
find amusing short anecdotes that will give you self reflective indications of why we should all feel blessed no matter what
our station in life.
"When a photojournalist who feels responsible for the death of five American soldiers in a Afghanistan travels to
Nantucket to seek absolution from Emma Sutton, the widow of one of the men, he inadvertently strikes up a friendship
with her that slowly turns romantic before he can find a way to tell her why he's really there. Their friendship begins to
mend the brokenness in each of them, but she discovers the letter he came to deliver, will the truth ruin everything, or
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finally bring the peace each has been seeking?"-Time management remains a huge challenge for most people. This book shares the habits and processes used by top
leaders worldwide to minimize distractions and maximize accomplishments. In researching more than 1,260 managers
and executives from more than 108 different organizations, Steve and Rob Shallenberger discovered that 68 percent of
them feel like their number one challenge is time management, yet 80 percent don't have a clear process for how to
prioritize their time. Drawing on their forty years of leadership research, this book offers three powerful habits that the top
10 percent of leaders use to Do What Matters Most. These three high performance habits are developing a written
personal vision, identifying and setting Roles and Goals, and consistently doing Pre-week Planning. And Steve and Rob
make an audacious promise: these three habits can increase anyone's productivity by at least 30 to 50 percent. For
organizations, this means higher profits, happier employees, and increased innovation. For individuals, it means you'll
find hours in your week that you didn't know were there—imagine what you could do! You will learn how acquiring this
skillset turned an “average” employee into her company's top producer, enabled a senior vice president to reignite his
team and achieve record results, transformed a stressed-out manager's work and home life, helped a CEO who felt like
he'd lost his edge regain his fire and passion, and much more. By implementing these simple and easy-to-understand
habits, supported by tools like the Personal Productivity Assessment, you will learn how to lead a life by design, not by
default. You'll feel the power that comes with a sense of control, direction, and purpose.
Sixteen-year-old Maya's commitment to live her life for God wavers after she joins a Christian rock band.
An enthralling novel about love, loss, secrets, friendship, and the healing power of literature, by the bestselling author of
The Knitting Circle. Ava’s twenty-five-year marriage has fallen apart, and her two grown children are pursuing their own
lives outside of the country. Ava joins a book group, not only for her love of reading but also out of sheer desperation for
companionship. The group’s goal throughout the year is for each member to present the book that matters most to them.
Ava rediscovers a mysterious book from her childhood—one that helped her through the traumas of the untimely deaths of
her sister and mother. Alternating with Ava’s story is that of her troubled daughter Maggie, who, living in Paris, descends
into a destructive relationship with an older man. Ava’s mission to find that book and its enigmatic author takes her on a
quest that unravels the secrets of her past and offers her and Maggie the chance to remake their lives.
This young prominent physician was falsely accused of sexual harassment. He was maligned in the media before any
investigation took place. Dr. Mountvarner was tried and convicted in the court of public perception. But, alas, when all
was said and done, it was determined that these vicious claims not true. Take a journey through this book replete with
warm reminders of how the little things in life can help you through life's big and small trials and tribulations. Warm your
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heart with endearing examples of God's grace and Gods love. Inside you will find amusing short anecdotes that will give
you self reflective indications of why we should all feel blessed no matter what our station in life.
A new perspective on life satisfaction and well-being over the life course What makes people happy? The Origins of
Happiness seeks to revolutionize how we think about human priorities and to promote public policy changes that are
based on what really matters to people. Drawing on a range of evidence using large-scale data from various countries,
the authors consider the key factors that affect human well-being, including income, education, employment, family
conflict, health, childcare, and crime. The Origins of Happiness offers a groundbreaking new vision for how we might
become more healthy, happy, and whole.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Legendary venture capitalist John Doerr reveals how the goal-setting system of Objectives
and Key Results (OKRs) has helped tech giants from Intel to Google achieve explosive growth—and how it can help any
organization thrive. In the fall of 1999, John Doerr met with the founders of a start-up whom he'd just given $12.5 million,
the biggest investment of his career. Larry Page and Sergey Brin had amazing technology, entrepreneurial energy, and
sky-high ambitions, but no real business plan. For Google to change the world (or even to survive), Page and Brin had to
learn how to make tough choices on priorities while keeping their team on track. They'd have to know when to pull the
plug on losing propositions, to fail fast. And they needed timely, relevant data to track their progress—to measure what
mattered. Doerr taught them about a proven approach to operating excellence: Objectives and Key Results. He had first
discovered OKRs in the 1970s as an engineer at Intel, where the legendary Andy Grove ("the greatest manager of his or
any era") drove the best-run company Doerr had ever seen. Later, as a venture capitalist, Doerr shared Grove's
brainchild with more than fifty companies. Wherever the process was faithfully practiced, it worked. In this goal-setting
system, objectives define what we seek to achieve; key results are how those top-priority goals will be attained with
specific, measurable actions within a set time frame. Everyone's goals, from entry level to CEO, are transparent to the
entire organization. The benefits are profound. OKRs surface an organization's most important work. They focus effort
and foster coordination. They keep employees on track. They link objectives across silos to unify and strengthen the
entire company. Along the way, OKRs enhance workplace satisfaction and boost retention. In Measure What Matters,
Doerr shares a broad range of first-person, behind-the-scenes case studies, with narrators including Bono and Bill Gates,
to demonstrate the focus, agility, and explosive growth that OKRs have spurred at so many great organizations. This
book will help a new generation of leaders capture the same magic.
This second posthumous collection from Charles Bukowski takes readers deep into the raw, wild vein of writing that
extends from the early 70s to the 1990s.
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Life is a precious gift, yet daily demands can cloud your vision, making it look like a never-ending cycle of obligations and
appointments. Through this insightful devotional, reclaim your passions, your relationships, and your joy through the daily
reminders of what really matters. It’s never too late to live the wide-awake, passionate life you once envisioned.
Embrace what really matters most, and start living a life rich with purpose, delight, and eternal meaning.
For more than sixteen years, Jeffrey Hollender has presided over Seventh Generation, a world leader in manufacturing
environmentally friendly, nontoxic household products. What Matters Most illuminates the successful practices of
Seventh Generation-and many other pioneering companies around the world-to demonstrate the pragmatic aspects of a
corporate strategy that hardwires social and environmental concerns into the company's culture, operating systems, and
business relationships. It shows business leaders how to assess their own company's performance, adopt a socially
responsible approach to doing business, and embark on a path of long-term growth. "Jeffrey Hollender . . . has shown
that doing the right thing does pay off both in terms of building a brand that generates great customer loyalty and a
business that has consistently generated superior growth." -- Ben Cohen, Founder, Ben & Jerry's "What Matters Most
stands out for its moderate and thoughtful analysis of a controversial issue . . . Hollender is a voice of reason in today's
important debate on corporate responsibility." -- Soundview Speed Reviews
Perfect for Valentine's Day and a heartwarming read for the cold winter months, this cozy animal story explores the
universal theme of a mother's love for her child. When a polar bear leaves the safety and warmth of her cave to travel all
over a frozen wonderland, she must be looking for something very important. Could it be delicious silver salmon? A view
of the swirling winter sky? A bit of gold? Of course, she is in search of the most precious thing of all: her lost little cub. In
this touching story, readers will instantly be enamored with the sweeping illustrations of winter landscapes, endearing
polar bear characters, and the resonant message that a mother's love matters most.
What if we taught young people that they can measure success by how they follow Christ rather than by how much
money they make or where they go to college? In What Matters Most, University of Notre Dame theology professor
Leonard J. DeLorenzo urges youth ministers, teachers, and parents to help young people redefine success in light of
their call to discipleship—completely saying yes to God. In Luke's account of the Annunciation, Mary offers a true model of
discipleship for young people to follow. Her example will empower them to make choices about how to live their lives as a
courageous yes to God in everything they choose—just as she did. DeLorenzo, who served as the long-time director of
Notre Dame Vision—a program designed to help young Catholics find their true calling as disciples of Jesus—shows how
Mary exhibited four habits that will guide young people to make important life decisions: Listen carefully and practice
patience. Remember who we are and what we value most. Respond with compassion to choices we face. Embrace
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sacrifice for the sake of love. DeLorenzo includes personal stories from his experience as a father and working with youth
and young adults with spiritual wisdom to equip teachers, mentors, pastoral ministers, and parents to reexamine the way
they encourage and help form young Catholics approaching significant life choices such as college and jobs. He presents
ways to remedy spiritual deficits in these young people created by cultural realities such as the fast pace of tech-driven
lives and the looming pressure to succeed with worldly accomplishments.
The author explores existential angst, dissatisfaction, and spiritual emptiness in this far-sighted guide to adjusting life's
priorities and values.
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